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Project Overview 
Inventory 
• Community and Regional level 
• Water, Transportation, Waste, 

Energy 

Planning Tool 
• Projections of Emissions through 

2040 
• Show impact of application of 

policies, programs, and planning 
tools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regional Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Inventory and Planning ToolEmissions InventoryCommunity-specific inventories  roll up to regional inventoryWater, Transportation, Waste, EnergyPlanning ToolProjections of emissions through 2040Wedge analysis showing impact of applying different policy, program, and planning tools
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Purpose 

Regional 
Inventory & 

Planning 
Tools 

Community 
Inventories 
& Planning 

Tools 

* Track Progress 
 

* Test & Prioritize 
Implementation 

Strategies & 
Actions 

* Inform future 
regional policy 
* Inform 
operations 
strategies and 
actions 
* Target 
technical 
assistance to 
local 
governments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provide community-specific data and planning tools for all communities in RegionTrack progress toward State goalsTest & prioritize implementation strategies and actionsRegional GHG InventoryTrack progress toward State goalsInform future policy developmentInform operations strategies and actions
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Funding Opportunity 
Cities-LEAP Program 
• U.S. Department of Energy, 

Office of Energy Efficiency 
and Renewable Energy 

• Purpose: Increase the ability 
of local governments to 
make data-driven decisions 
regarding actions under their 
authority that affect energy 
intensity or greenhouse gas 
emissions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Cities Leading through Energy Analysis and Planning (Cities-LEAP) project delivers standardized, localized energy data and analysis that enables cities to lead clean energy innovation and integrate strategic energy analysis into decision making.Cities-LEAP supports the widespread implementation of city-sponsored data-driven energy policies, programs, and projects that have the potential to drive a sea change in the national energy landscape. Through Cities-LEAP, cities will be able to:Set climate or energy goals Prioritize and implement energy strategiesSee the impacts of potential climate or energy action plansLearn from peers about city energy planning best practicesGet access to credible data and transparent, usable analytic methodologiesMake data-driven energy decisions.This grant would allow us:  To accelerate the work that we had already planned on doingTo expand the work to include the planning scenario tool
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Sustainability Outcome 
•Develop, collect, and disseminate energy and 
climate data 

Building in Resilience Policy 
•Provide technical assistance and toolkit 
resources to communities in integrating 
climate change mitigation and adaptation 
strategies as part of local comprehensive 
plans 

Alignment with Thrive 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metro Climate Stats carries out the direction in Thrive MSP 2040, described both in the Sustainability outcome, as well as within the Building in Resilience land use policy. The Sustainability outcome states that the Council will “[d]evelop, collect, and disseminate information about climate change, including energy and climate data and the next generation of the Regional Indicators data (p. 63). In the Building in Resilience land use policy, Thrive states that greenhouse gas emissions are primarily attributable to the built environment, and that as a Council role, the Council will also provide technical assistance and toolkit resources to communities in integrating climate change mitigation and adaptation strategies as part of local comprehensive plans (p. 134). Metro Climate Stats builds on that direction and incorporates scenario planning level tools for regional use in order to further the Council’s capabilities in regional policy making and to make further progress toward the emissions reductions goals set in Minnesota’s Next Generation Energy Act. This project is also included in the 2016 work plan for the Council’s Climate Change and Environmental Sustainability Team (CCEST).
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Jun 23 •Application submittal 

Jul 7 •Respond to DOE Reviewer Comments 

Aug 1 •Notification of Awards  

Sep •If selected, negotiate contract 

Oct 1 •Begin Project 

Next Steps 



Metro Climate Stats 

LisaBeth Barajas, Manager 
Local Planning Assistance 
(651-602-1895) 
Lisa.Barajas@metc.state.mn.us 

Questions? 
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